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MCLH Testimonials from our satisfied and happy customers 

Renee Cottrill 

Words can not express how much we enjoy living in our Mountain Creations Cedar log home. There is truly nothing like it! 

At the end of a hard days work, there is nothing more rewarding and relaxing then arriving home to our "little piece of 

heaven". The look, the feel, and the smell of the white cedar is what makes us feel like we are at our own private retreat 

everyday. It is true you can feel like your on vacation everyday! 

Like most people, we did our research and considered other log home manufacturers, but not one was able to provide us 

with the confidence, guidance and comfort that Mountain Creations did. If we had to do all over again, there is not one 

thing that we would change. It's crazy how making the right decision has impacted our lives everyday and imprinted us 

with an amazing experience.  

 

  

We would not build our 

dream home with just 

anyone, so we refused to 

settle until we found just the 

right Company, in this case 

"Family". Family is better 

then a company in any 

scenario and we could not 

be happier nor more grateful 

than to be a part of the 

Mountain Creations family. 

They helped make our 

dream a reality. 

- Renee & Larry Cottrill 
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        Jerry and Carol Jenkins  

Constructing a new home under the best of circumstances can be a stressful adventure; constructing one from 

afar would seem to only add to the intimidation.  That was the dilemma we faced when we considered building a 

log home several hundred miles from our primary residence.  Mountain Creations appealed to us because of their 

willingness to locate and help us negotiate with local contractors from the initial site preparation to the final 

finishing work.  Throughout the construction process our visits were quite infrequent, but we were reassured 

through regular communications with Mountain Creations that each stage was being coordinated and supervised 

with the attention to detail and quality that we would expect. 

 

We found them always to be quickly accessible, responsive, and intent on gaining our satisfaction.  We were 

impressed with their help and follow-through long after the initial negotiations.  And now, nearly 7 years after 

we built our log home retreat, we continue to be even more impressed by their availability and sincere interest 

in helping us with any questions we might have. 

Perhaps the most meaningful appraisal of our experience might be to ask, "If you could do it over 

again, would you choose Mountain Creations?"  Our answer:  a resounding "Yes!"                                                                                                 

Jerry and Carol Jenkins   Sandy Lake, PA 
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Christine Godzin 

I have to tell you that we are just so excited as we see progress every week on our Mountain Creations log 

home.  I can not express how grateful I am to have this whole building experience with you and all of your 

family. Wow! Everyone, and I mean everyone, that I deal with as this has progressed has nothing but the best to 

say about your family and Mountain Creations.  All of the different trades to companies, they all give you the 

highest regards.  I would love to represent Mountain Creations in Somerset County! Anytime you need to use 

my house to show someone or if I can be a reference for you, I would love to do so.  

 

I would also like to tell anyone considering this process that it can done and it can be done economically!  I am 

amazed at how much you can save if you know what you are doing and with the help of Mountain Creations. 

-Christine Godzin 

Addison Township, PA 
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The Frederick Family 

It has been almost 10 months since 

we broke ground and we are finally 

ready to move into our log home. We 

are very excited to live in our home 

and as each phase was completed, 

our log home took on a character of 

itself and became a part of us-it will 

be a part of our future and our history. 

 

Mountain Creations is a family business and each person showed a special interest in the construction of our 

log home; from designing a custom home, to preparation of the site, to the delivery of the log package, to the 

finishing touches such as staining the exterior or landscaping. Each member of Mountain Creations was 

available at all times for advice and support. They would either call us or visit the site weekly to observe the 

construction and handle any concerns that we had. 

  

Mountain Creations provides a log of high quality cedar along with subcontractors that were dependable, 

knowledgeable, professional and honest individuals. Everyone made being a General Contractor too easy! 

  

 

- Tamy & Kevin Frederick 

Evans City, PA  

  


